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GENERATION OF PAIRS OF SHORT ROOT SUBGROUPS
IN CHEVALLEY GROUPS

V. NESTEROV

Abstract. On the basis of the Bruhat decomposition, the subgroups generated by
pairs of unipotent short root subgroups in Chevalley groups of type B�, C�, and F4

over an arbitrary field are described. Moreover, the orbits of a Chevalley group acting
by conjugation on such pairs are classified.

§1. Introduction

Our purpose in this paper is to describe the subgroups of a Chevalley group G of type
B�, C�, or F4 that are generated by a pair of unipotent short root subgroups. In fact,
we do somewhat more; namely, we classify the orbits of a Chevalley group acting by
simultaneous conjugation on pairs of unipotent short root subgroups. Similar problems
for a Chevalley group of type G2 were considered in [N1, N2].

For unipotent long root subgroups such a description is well known. First it appeared
in the paper [AS] by Aschbacher and Seitz. Later, it was reproved in [C2, V1]. It turned
out that any pair (X1, X2) of long root subgroups is simultaneously conjugate to a pair
of elementary long root subgroups (Xα, Xβ). Essentially, the orbits of G on pairs of root
subgroups are determined by the angle between α and β, so that, generically, there are
five possible configurations, some of which may give two or three orbits (cf. Theorem A
below).

This result played an important role in understanding the irreducible subgroups gen-
erated by long root subgroups. Geometry of long root subgroups in Chevalley groups
is now a well-established field; see, e.g., McLaughlin [M1, M2], Stark [S1]–[S3], Pollat-
sek [Po], Wagner [W], Zalesskĭı and Serezhkin [ZS], Kantor [K1], Cooperstein [C1]–[C4],
Brown and Humphries [BH], Shang Zhi Li [L1]–[L3], Timmesfeld [T1]–[T5], Liebeck and
Seitz [LS], and Cuypers [Cu].

The irreducible subgroups of the classical groups generated by short root subgroups
were classified by Stark [S2] and Shang Zhi Li [L3]. Nevertheless, the geometry of short
root subgroups is far from being properly understood. To the best of our knowledge, the
orbits of G on pairs of short root subgroups have not been classified even for the classical
cases.

In [V1]–[V3], Vavilov calculated the Bruhat decomposition of root unipotent elements.
Using these results, he classified the orbits of a Chevalley group on pairs of a long
and a short root subgroup (see [V2]). Generically, in this case there are six possible
configurations (cf. Theorem B below). This is the starting point of our work.

In the present paper we take the next step, obtaining a similar list for pairs of two
short root subgroups. However, our list is considerably longer; for odd characteristics
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there are 21 possible configurations (not all of them occur for each type), and some of
them split into infinitely many orbits (for an infinite field) parameterized by a continuous
parameter. These results are summarized in Theorem 1. For characteristic 2, the short
root subgroups behave exactly as the long ones (see Theorem 2).

One of the reasons why the answer is so much more complicated is that a short root
subgroup (unlike a long one) does not lie in the center of the unipotent radical U of a Borel
subgroup, so that conjugation by elements of U leads to more intricate configurations
of roots. In fact, the mutual position of two long root subgroups depends only on two
long roots, while that of a pair consisting of a long and a short root subgroups depends
on two or three roots (see [V2]). But the mutual position of two short root subgroups
depends on two, three, four, and in two cases on five roots.

The present paper is organized as follows. In §2 we recall the known results about
pairs of long–long (Theorem A) and long–short (Theorem B) root subgroups and state
our principal results about pairs of short–short root subgroups (Theorems 1 and 2).
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proofs of these results. Namely, in §3 we use
the Bruhat decomposition of short root subgroups to reduce description of orbits to a
combinatorial problem about roots. In §4, for each type we draw a list of pairs (X1, X2)
that contain representatives of all orbits (Tables 5–7). In §5 we identify the corresponding
spans X = 〈X1, X2〉 and study long and short root subgroups contained in X. Finally,
in §6 (for characteristic not 2) and §7 (for characteristic 2) we prove that the pairs
corresponding to different configurations are not conjugate and determine nonconjugate
pairs within the same configuration.

Further details related to these problems, as well as some applications and many
additional references, can be found in the surveys [C3, K, K2, T4, V4, V5, Z] and in
the fundamental papers by Cooperstein [C2], Kantor [K1], Liebeck and Seitz [LS] and
Timmesfeld [T2, T3, T5]. As a sequel to this paper, we hope to obtain an analogue
of one of the main results of [C2] and to classify some important classes of subgroups
generated by triples of short root subgroups (cf. also [DV, V3]).

§2. Statement of results

All properties of Chevalley groups used in the sequel can be found in [C] or [St]. First,
we fix the notation and recall some notions. Let Φ be a reduced irreducible root system,
and let G = G(Φ, K) be a Chevalley group of type Φ over a field K. Usually, we may
(and shall) assume that G is simply connected. For each root α ∈ Φ and each element
t ∈ K, we denote by xα(t) the corresponding elementary unipotent root element. Next,
Xα = {xα(t) | x ∈ K} is the elementary unipotent root subgroup corresponding to α.
For α ∈ Φ and t ∈ K∗, we set wα(t) = xα(t)x−α(−t−1)xα(t) and hα(t) = wα(t)wα(1)−1.

One of the main relations in a Chevalley group (and the main tool in our calculations)
is the Chevalley commutator formula

[xα(t), xβ(s)] =
∏

xiα+jβ(Nαβijt
isj),

where the product is taken over all roots iα+ jβ (here i and j are positive integers), and
the elements Nαβij ∈ K do not depend on t and s (see [C, Chapter 4]).

Here are the cases that we need in the sequel (see [C, Chapter 5]):

[xα(t), xβ(s)] = 1, α + β /∈ Φ;

[xα(t), xβ(s)] = xα+β(±ts), |α| = |β| and ∠(α, β) = 2π/3;

[xα(t), xβ(s)] = xα+β(±2ts), α, β are short roots, ∠(α, β) = π/2, α + β ∈ Φ;

[xα(t), xβ(s)] = xα+β(±ts)xα+2β(±ts2), |α| > |β| and ∠(α, β) = 3π/4.
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The signs are defined individually in each case. We need to specify the signs only when
carrying out calculations in a Chevalley group of type C2. Specifically, in this case we
fix the choice of structure constants so that the last two relations have the form

[xα(t), xβ(s)] = xα+β(−2ts),

[xα(t), xβ(s)] = xα+β(ts)xα+2β(ts2),

where α is a long root and β is a short one.
Also we use the following relations (see [St, p. 30]):

wα(1)xβ(t)w−1
α = xwαβ(±t),

hα(s)xβ(t)hα(s)−1 = xβ(s〈β,α〉t),

where 〈β, α〉 = 2(β, α)/(α, α) is the Cartan number.
Now we fix an ordering on Φ. Let B = B(Φ, K) be a Borel subgroup corresponding to

this ordering, and let Φ+, Φ− be the corresponding sets of positive and negative roots.
Then we introduce subgroups U , V , and H of G as follows:

U = U(Φ, K) = 〈xα(t), α ∈ Φ+, t ∈ K〉,

V = V (Φ, K) = 〈xα(t), α ∈ Φ−, t ∈ K〉,

H = H(Φ, K) = 〈hα(t), α ∈ Φ, t ∈ K∗〉.

Here, for a subset X of G, 〈X〉 denotes the subgroup of G generated by X. For a root α
we set Hα = 〈hα(t), t ∈ K∗〉. The Weyl group of the system Φ is denoted by W = W (Φ).

In the root systems of type B�, C�, F4, and G2, there are two types of roots: long and
short ones. We denote by Φl the subset of long roots and by Φs the subset of short roots.
Also, there are two dominant roots in these systems. One of them is the maximal root δ
and the other is the dominant short root ρ. A subgroup X is called a unipotent long root
subgroup if it is conjugate to Xδ, and a unipotent short root subgroup if it is conjugate
to Xρ. The elements of X are called unipotent long or short root elements, respectively.
In the sequel we always omit the word “unipotent” and say simply “long/short root
subgroup/element”.

In the usual realization of root systems (see [B]), we have:

B� = {±ei,±ei ± ej}, ρ = e1, δ = e1 + e2;

C� = {±2ei,±ei ± ej}, ρ = e1 + e2, δ = 2e1;

F4 =
{
± ei,±ei ± ej ,

1
2
(±e1 ± e2 ± e3 ± e4)

}
, ρ = e1, δ = e1 + e2.

Here 1 ≤ i �= j ≤ � (with � = 4 for Φ = F4). The ±-signs are chosen independently
of each other. In the sequel, when no confusion may arise, we write simply ±i, ±i ± j,
±1 ± 2 ± 3 ± 4 to denote the corresponding roots of B�, C�, or F4.

The set of all roots strictly larger than ρ is denoted by Σ. Then for B� and F4 we have
Σ = {e1 + e2, . . . , e1 + e�}, where, as usual, � = 4 for Φ = F4; for C� we have Σ = {2e1}.
The elements of Σ will be denoted by ρ2, . . . , ρm, where m = �, 4, 2 for Φ = B�, F4, C�,
respectively. Namely, ρi = e1 + ei, 2 ≤ i ≤ �, for Φ = B� and F4, and ρ2 = 2e1 for
Φ = C�.

Let ∆ ⊂ Φ be a subset of roots. We say that ∆ generates a root subsystem of type
Φ1 if the intersection of the Z-span of ∆ with the root system Φ is a root subsystem of
type Φ1.
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If there are two root lengths in Φ and only one root length in Φ1, then Φ1 may be
embedded in Φ in two essentially different ways: at the long roots and at the short roots.
Following Dynkin [D, p. 148], to distinguish these cases we write Φ̃1 ⊂ Φ for the short
root embedding and Φ1 ⊂ Φ for the long root embedding.

Let Λ(G) and Ω(G) be the sets of short and long root subgroups, respectively. For a
subgroup X ≤ G(Φ, K) of G, we denote by

Λ(X) = {Y ≤ X | Y ∈ Λ(G)},

Ω(X) = {Y ≤ X | Y ∈ Ω(G)}
the sets of short and long root subgroups contained in X. As usual, |Λ(X)| and |Ω(X)|
are the cardinalities of these sets. We write K = Fq for the finite field of q elements.
Finally, X ∼ Y means that the subgroups X and Y are conjugate in G, whereas X1×X2,
X1�X2, and [X1, X2] denote the direct product, the semidirect product, and the mutual
commutator subgroup of the groups X1 and X2, respectively.

Before stating our main results, Theorems 1 and 2, we reproduce the known results
about pairs of long root subgroups (see [AS, K1, C2] or [V1]) and pairs of a long and a
short root subgroup (essentially the latter are contained in [V2], but we state them in a
slightly more precise form). These results will be used in the statement of Theorem 1. It
is also quite instructive to compare them with Theorems 1 and 2. For brevity, we write
Λ, Ω instead of Λ(〈X1, X2〉), Ω(〈X1, X2〉).

Theorem A ([AS, 12.1], [K1, 3.1], [C2, 2.2], [V1, Theorem 2]). Let X1, X2 be two
distinct long root subgroups in a universal Chevalley group G = G(Φ, K). Then:

1) X1 and X2 generate one of the groups (L1)–(L5) listed below;
2) pairs (X1, X2) of different cases are not conjugate in G, and the number of orbits

under conjugation action of G on pairs of the same case is equal to d (we omit
d = 1).

(L1) 〈X1, X2〉 = X1 × X2, |Ω| = q + 1 or ∞, |Λ| = 0, d = 2 for A�, Φ �= C�;
(L2) 〈X1, X2〉 = X1 × X2, |Ω| = 2, |Λ| = 0, d = 3 for D�, Φ �= C�, F4, G2;
(L3) 〈X1, X2〉 = X1 × X2, |Ω| = 2, |Λ| = q − 1 or ∞, d = 2 for F4, Φ = B�, C�,

F4;
(L4) 〈X1, X2〉 = X1X2Z 	 U(A2, K), Z = [X1, X2] ∈ Ω, (Xi, Z) as in (L1),

i = 1, 2, Φ �= C�;
(L5) 〈X1, X2〉 = SL2(K).

Remarks. If (X1, X2) and (Y1, Y2) are as in (L1), and Φ = A�, then there exists g ∈ G
such that gX1g

−1 = Y1 or Y2, gX2g
−1 = Y2 or Y1, respectively.

Two orbits for D� in case (L2) are fused by an outer automorphism.

Theorem B ([V2, Theorem 2]). Let Φ be a root system of type B�, C�, or F4, and let X
be a long and Y a short root subgroup in a universal Chevalley group G(Φ, K). Suppose
char K �= 2. Then:

1) X and Y generate one of the groups (LS1)–(LS6) listed below;
2) pairs (X, Y ) are conjugate in G if and only if they are of the same case.

(LS1) 〈X, Y 〉 = X × Y , |Λ| = q or ∞, |Ω| = 1;
(LS2) 〈X, Y 〉 = X × Y , |Λ| = 1, |Ω| = 1;
(LS3) 〈X, Y 〉 = X × Z, Z ∈ Ω, |Λ| = q − 1 or ∞, |Ω| = 2;
(LS4) 〈X, Y 〉 = XY Z, Z = [X, Y ] ∈ Ω, |Λ(〈X, Z〉)| = 0, |Ω(〈X, Z〉)| = q + 1 or

∞, (Y, Z) as in (LS1), Φ �= C�;
(LS5) 〈X, Y 〉 = U(C2, K);
(LS6) 〈X, Y 〉 = SL2(K) × Z, Z ∈ Ω;
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If char K = 2, then only (LS1), (LS2), and (LS6) may occur.

Our goal in this paper is to obtain analogs of Theorems A and B for pairs of short
roots subgroups. Namely, we prove the following results.

Theorem 1. Let X1, X2 be two distinct short root subgroups in a universal Chevalley
group G(Φ, K) of type B�, C�, or F4. Suppose char K �= 2. Then:

1) X1 and X2 generate one of the groups (S1)–(S21) listed below;
2) pairs (X1, X2) of different cases are not conjugate in G, and the number of orbits

under conjugation action of G on pairs of the same case is equal to d (we omit
d = 1).

(S1) 〈X1, X2〉 = X1 × X2, |Λ| = q + 1 or ∞, |Ω| = 0, Φ = C�, F4;
(S2) 〈X1, X2〉 = X1 × X2, |Λ| = q + 1 or ∞, |Ω| = 0, d = |{±c ∈ K | c2 − 4 /∈

K∗2}|, Φ = B�, C�, F4;
(S3) 〈X1, X2〉 = X1 × X2, |Λ| = q − 1 or ∞, |Ω| = 2, d = |{±c ∈ K | c2 − 4 ∈

K∗2}|, Φ = B�, C�, F4;
(S4) 〈X1, X2〉 = X1 × X2, |Λ| = q or ∞, |Ω| = 1, Φ = B�, C�, F4;
(S5) 〈X1, X2〉 = X1 × X2, |Λ| = 3, |Ω| = 0, Φ = C�, F4;
(S6) 〈X1, X2〉 = X1 × X2, |Λ| = 2, |Ω| = 0, d = 1 for Φ = B� and 2 for Φ = C�,

F4;
(S7) 〈X1, X2〉 = X1X2Z, Z = [X1, X2] ∈ Ω, |Λ| = q2 + q or ∞, |Ω| = 1, (Xi, Z)

as in (LS1), i = 1, 2, Φ = B�, C�, F4;
(S8) 〈X1, X2〉 = X1X2Z, Z = [X1, X2] ∈ Ω, |Λ| = 2q or ∞, |Ω| = 1, d =

(q − 1)/2 or ∞, (Xi, Z) as in (LS1), i = 1, 2, Φ = B�, F4;
(S9) 〈X1, X2〉 = X1X2Z, Z = [X1, X2] ∈ Ω, |Λ| = 2q or ∞, |Ω| = 1, d = 2,

(Xi, Z) as in (LS1), i = 1, 2, Φ = F4;
(S10) 〈X1, X2〉 = X1X2Y 	 U(Ã2, K), Y = [X1, X2] ∈ Λ, (Xi, Y ) as in (S1),

i = 1, 2, Φ = C�, F4;
(S11) 〈X1, X2〉 = Y1Y2Z1Z2 	 U(C2, K), Y1, Y2 ∈ Λ, Z1, Z2 ∈ Ω, (Y1, Y2) as in

(S1), (Z1, Z2) as in (L3), (Y1, Z1), (Y2, Zi) as in (LS1), i = 1, 2, Φ = B�,
C�, F4;

(S12) 〈X1, X2〉 = X1X2Y Z 	 U(C2, K), Y ∈ Λ, Z ∈ Ω, (X1, Y ) as in (S4),
(X2, Y ) as in (S5), (X2, Z), (Y, Z) as in (LS1), (X1, Z) as in (LS2), Φ = C�,
F4;

(S13) 〈X1, X2〉 = X1X2Y Z, Y ∈ Λ, Z ∈ Ω, (X2, Z), (Y, Z) as in (LS1), (X1, Z)
as in (LS3), (X1, Y ) as in (S2), (X2, Y ) as in (S5), Φ = B�, F4;

(S14) 〈X1, X2〉 = U(C2, K) × Z, Z ∈ Ω, Φ = F4;
(S15) 〈X1, X2〉 = SL2(K), Φ = B�, C�, F4;
(S16) 〈X1, X2〉 	 SL2(K)×Z, Z ∈ Ω if K �= F3, and SL2(K) if K = F3, d = 1 for

Φ = B� (� ≥ 3), F4, and d is equal to the index ν = [K∗ : K∗2 ∪ −K∗2] for
Φ = C�;

(S17) 〈X1, X2〉 	 SL2(K) × Z1 × Z2, Z1, Z2 ∈ Ω, (Z1, Z2) as in (L3) if K �= F3,
and SL2(K) × Z if K = F3, Z is a cyclic group of order 3, Φ = C�, F4;

(S18) 〈X1, X2〉 	 SL2(K) � (Z1 × Z2), Z1, Z2 ∈ Ω, (Z1, Z2) as in (L3), Φ = F4;
(S19) 〈X1, X2〉 	 U(C2, K)HρwρXρ, Φ = B�, C�, F4;
(S20) 〈X1, X2〉 	 SL2(K) × SL2(K), d = |{±c ∈ K | c2 − 4 ∈ K∗2}|, Φ = B�, C�,

F4;
(S21) 〈X1, X2〉 	 SL2(L) × SL2(L), L is a quadratic extension of K, d = |{±c ∈

K | c2 − 4 /∈ K∗2}|, Φ = B�, C�, F4.

When char K = 2, the short root subgroups behave exactly as the long root subgroups.
In this case we have the following result.
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Theorem 2. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 1, suppose char K = 2. Then
the following cases are possible:

(T1) 〈X1, X2〉 = X1 × X2, |Λ| = q + 1 or ∞, |Ω| = 0, Φ = C�, F4;
(T2) 〈X1, X2〉 = X1×X2, |Λ| = 2, |Ω| = 0, d = 1 for Φ = B�, F4 and 2 for C� (� ≥ 4);
(T3) 〈X1, X2〉 = U(Ã2, K), Φ = C�, F4;
(T4) 〈X1, X2〉 = SL2(K), Φ = B�, C�, F4.

Remarks. The index ν of case (S16) is equal to 1 if K is really or quadratically closed,
or if K = Fq where q ≡ 3 (mod 4), and ν is equal to 2 if K = Fq where q ≡ 1 (mod 4).

In cases (S2), (S3), (S8), (S20), and (S21), each orbit corresponds to an element of
the field up to the sign.

For an algebraically closed field K, the pairs of cases (S1)–(S3), (S8), (S20), and (S21)
are conjugate in the appropriate GL(n, K).

No automorphism identifies two orbits of cases (S6) and (S9).
For a finite field Fq with q �= 2n, there exist 6 + (3q + 1)/2 orbits for a root system of

type B�, 10 + ν + q for C�, and 16 + (3q + 1)/2 for F4.

The length of the list in Theorem 1 suggests that it is much harder to work with
short root subgroups than with long ones. The presence of continuous parameters and
arithmetic conditions in the description of orbits shows that, unlike the geometry of
long root subgroups, the geometry of short root subgroups depends essentially on the
arithmetic nature of the ground field. This might explain why they have not attracted
as much attention as the long root subgroups.

The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorems 1 and 2.

§3. Possible configurations of roots

The starting point of our work is the calculation of the Bruhat decomposition of a
short root element (see [V2, Theorem 1]).

Lemma 1. Let Φ = B�, C�, or F4, and let gXρg
−1 be a short root subgroup. Then one

of the following statements is true:
a) there exists u ∈ U , a short root γ, and t ∈ K∗ such that

gxρ(ε)g−1 = uxγ(tε)u−1 for ε ∈ K;

b) char K �= 2, and there exists u ∈ U , orthogonal long roots α and β for which
(α − β)/2 is also a root, and r, s ∈ K∗ with s/r ∈ −K∗2 such that

gxρ(ε)g−1 = uxα(sε)xβ(rε)u−1 for ε ∈ K.

This result implies the following key lemma.

Lemma 2. Let X1, X2 be short root subgroups in G(Φ, K), where Φ = B�, C�, or F4

and char K �= 2. Then there exists g ∈ G(Φ, K) such that

gX1g
−1 = 〈xρ(t)xρ2(c2t) · · ·xρm

(cmt), t ∈ K〉,
and one of the following statements is true:

a) gX2g
−1 = Xγ ;

b) gX2g
−1 = Xα,β = 〈xα(s)xβ(−s), s ∈ K〉,

where γ, α, β have the same meaning as in Lemma 1; c2, . . . , cm ∈ K depend only on
X1 and X2; and m = �, 2, 4 for Φ = B�, C�, F4, respectively.

If char K = 2, we have gX1g
−1 = Xρ, gX2g

−1 = Xγ.
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Proof. There exists z ∈ G such that zX1z
−1 = Xρ. By Lemma 1, we can pick u ∈ U

such that u−1zX2z
−1u coincides with Xγ or with {xα(st)xβ(rt) | t ∈ K}. In the first

case we set g = u−1z; in the second we set g = hβ(k)u−1z, where −k2 = s/r. Then
gX2g

−1 will have the required form and gX1g
−1 = u−1Xρu. Since u ∈ U is a product of

xτ (t), τ ∈ Φ+, the conjugate u−1xρ(r)u equals xρ(r) ·
∏

xσ(∗) with σ ∈ Σ.
This means that the elements of gX1g

−1 have the following form:

xρ(t)xρ2(c2t) · · ·xρm
(cmt),

where m = �, 2, 4 for Φ = B�, C�, F4, respectively. Now from the Chevalley commutator
relations it follows that all ci are divisible by 2, and so if char K = 2, then they all are
equal to zero. This proves the lemma. �

Note that since xρ and xρi
commute, there is no need to worry about their ordering.

Let RJ denote the set of ρi ∈ Σ that appear in the decomposition of elements of
gX1g

−1 with nonzero coefficients ci, and let J be the set of the corresponding indices i.
We put

Xρ,J =
〈
xρ(t)

∏
i

xρi
(cit), i ∈ J , ci �= 0, t ∈ K

〉
.

If J = ∅, then Xρ,J = Xρ, and if J = {i}, we write Xρ,c, where c = ci.
Recall that the angle between short roots can take the values 0, π/3, π/2, 2π/3, π for

root systems of type C� and F4 and the values 0, π/2, π for root systems of type B�.
The angle between a short and a long root can be π/4, π/2, or 3π/4 (see [B, p. 148]).

Case 1. gX1g
−1 = Xρ,J , gX2g

−1 = Xγ . First, suppose that RJ = ∅, i.e., gX1g
−1 =

Xρ. This is the only situation that can occur for the field of characteristic 2.
Denote by θ the angle between ρ and γ. The possibilities for γ are listed in Table 1.

In the following tables we always assume that the indices i, j, k are pairwise distinct
within the same variant and are strictly greater than 1 in the cases of B�, F4 or strictly
greater than 2 in the case of C�.

Table 1

(θ) γ Φ

1 0 e1 B�, F4

e1 + e2 C�

2 π/3 1
2 (e1 ± e2 ± e3 ± e4) F4

e1,2 ± ej C�

3 π/2 ±ei B�, F4

±(e1 − e2) C�

4 π/2 ±ej ± ek C�

5 2π/3 1
2 (−e1 ± e2 ± e3 ± e4) F4

−e1,2 ± ej C�

6 π −e1 B�, F4

−e1 − e2 C�
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Observe that the angle π/2 corresponds to two variants for C�: when ρ and γ generate
a subsystem of type C2 or 2Ã1.

Now suppose RJ �= ∅. We introduce the notation (θ, ψ), where θ = ∠(ρ, γ) is the
angle between ρ and γ, and ψ = max{∠(ρi, γ)}, where i runs over J . Since ∠(ρ, ρi) = π/4
for any ρi ∈ Σ, the configurations (0, π/2), (0, 3π/4), (π/3, 3π/4), (2π/3, π/4), (π, π/4),
(π, π/2) are impossible and we have nine variants for C�, F4 and five variants for B�. For
each pair (θ, ψ) we fix an index i such that ψ = ∠(ρi, γ). The corresponding roots γ are
listed in Table 2.

Table 2

(θ, ψ) γ Φ

7 (0, π/4) e1 B�, F4

e1 + e2 C�

8 (π/3, π/4) 1
2 (e1 + ei ± ej ± ek) F4

e1 ± ej C�

9 (π/3, π/2) 1
2 (e1 − ei ± ej ± ek) F4

e2 ± ej C�

10 (π/2, π/4) ei B�, F4

e1 − e2 C�

11 (π/2, π/2) ±ej B�, F4

±ej ± ek C�

12 (π/2, 3π/4) −ei B�, F4

−e1 + e2 C�

13 (2π/3, π/2) 1
2 (−e1 + ei ± ej ± ek) F4

−e2 ± ej C�

14 (2π/3, 3π/4) 1
2 (−e1 − ei ± ej ± ek) F4

−e1 ± ej C�

15 (π, 3π/4) −e1 B�, F4

−e1 − e2 C�

Case 2. gX1g
−1 = Xρ,J , gX2g

−1 = Xα,β . The restrictions imposed upon the roots α,
β imply that (α, β) is one of the following pairs: (ei + ej , ei − ej) or (−ei + ej ,−ei − ej)
with i �= j for B�; (±2ei,±2ej) with i �= j for C�; and (ei +ej , ei−ej), (−ei +ej ,−ei−ej)
or (±e1 ± ei,±ej ± ek) with i �= j �= k �= i for F4. We set

(θ1, θ2) = (∠(ρ, α), ∠(ρ, β)),

(ψ1, ψ2) = (max{∠(ρi, α)}, max{∠(ρi, β)}, i ∈ J) if J �= ∅.

Interchanging the roots α and β, we may assume that θ1 ≤ θ2 and ψ1 ≤ ψ2.
Suppose that RJ = ∅. Then the possible configurations of roots are determined by

the angles (θ1, θ2). In Tables 3 and 4 it is assumed that i �= j �= k �= i and j, k > 1. The
±-signs are chosen independently.
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Table 3

(θ1, θ2) (α, β) Φ

16 (π/4, π/4) (e1 + ej , e1 − ej) up to ordering B�, F4

(2e1, 2e2) up to ordering C�

17 (π/4, π/2) (e1 ± ei,±ej ± ek) F4

(2e1,±2ej) or (2e2,±2ej) C�

18 (π/2, π/2) (±(ej + ek),±(ej − ek)) up to ordering B�, F4

(±2ej ,±2ek) C�

19 (π/4, 3π/4) (e1 + ej ,−e1 − ej) B�, F4

(2e1,−2e2) or (2e2,−2e1) C�

20 (π/2, 3π/4) (±ej ± ek,−e1 ± ei) F4

(±2ej ,−2e2) or (±2ej ,−2e1) C�

21 (3π/4, 3π/4) (−e1 + ej ,−e1 − ej) up to ordering B�, F4

(−2e2,−2e1) up to ordering C�

For the case where RJ �= ∅, we get 27 possible configurations. To describe these
configurations, we must use both (θ1, θ2) and (ψ1, ψ2). In Table 4 the angles ψ1, ψ2 are
usually formed by one and the same root ρi with α, β. However, in variants 24, 28, 31,
35, 45, and 48 the angle ψ1 is formed by ρj and α, where j ∈ J , j �= i. To stress this we
add ‘j’ to the corresponding numbers.

Table 4

(θ1, θ2), (ψ1, ψ2) (α, β) Φ

22 (π/4, π/4), (π/3, π/3) (e1 + ej , e1 − ej) up to ordering B�, F4

23 (π/4, π/4), (0, π/2) (e1 + ei, e1 − ei) B�, F4

(2e1, 2e2) C�

24j (π/4, π/4), (π/3, π/2) (e1 + ei, e1 − ei) B�, F4

25 (π/4, π/2), (π/3, π/3) (e1 ± ej , ei ± ek) F4

26 (π/4, π/2), (0, π/2) (e1 + ei,±ej ± ek) F4

(2e1,±2ej) C�

27 (π/4, π/2), (π/3, π/3) (e1 ± ej , ei ± ek) F4

28j (π/4, π/2), (π/3, π/2) (e1 + ei, ej ± ek) F4

29 (π/4, π/2), (π/2, π/2) (e1 − ei,±ej ± ek) F4

(2e2,±2ej) C�

30 (π/4, π/2), (π/3, 2π/3) (e1 ± ej ,−ei ± ek) F4
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31j (π/4, π/2), (π/2, 2π/3) (e1 − ej ,−ei ± ek) F4

32 (π/2, π/2), (π/3, π/3) (ei + ek, ei − ek) up to ordering B�, F4

33 (π/2, π/2), (π/2, π/2) (±(ej + ek),±(ej − ek)) up to ordering B�, F4

(±2ej ,±2ek) C�

34 (π/2, π/2), (π/3, 2π/3) (ei + ek,−ei + ek) or (ei − ek,−ei − ek) B�, F4

35j (π/2, π/2), (π/2, 2π/3) (ei + ek,−ei + ek) or (ei − ek,−ei − ek) B�, F4

36 (π/2, π/2), (2π/3, 2π/3) (−ei + ej ,−ei − ej) up to ordering B�, F4

37 (π/4, 3π/4), (0, π/2) (e1 + ei,−e1 + ei) B�, F4

(2e1,−2e2) C�

38 (π/4, 3π/4), (π/3, 2π/3) (e1 + ej ,−e1 + ej) or (e1 − ej ,−e1 − ej) B�, F4

39 (π/4, 3π/4), (π/2, π) (e1 − ei,−e1 − ei) B�, F4

(2e2,−2e1) C�

40 (π/2, 3π/4), (π/2, π/2) (±ej ± ek,−e1 + ei) F4

(±2ej ,−2e2) C�

41 (π/2, 3π/4), (π/3, 2π/3) (ei ± ej ,−e1 ± ek) F4

42j (π/2, 3π/4), (π/2, 2π/3) (ei ± ek,−e1 + ej) F4

43 (π/2, 3π/4), (2π/3, 2π/3) (−ei ± ej ,−e1 ± ek) F4

44 (π/2, 3π/4), (π/2, π) (±ej ± ek,−e1 − ei) F4

(±2ej ,−2e1) C�

45j (π/2, 3π/4), (2π/3, π) (−ej ± ek,−e1 − ei) F4

46 (3π/4, 3π/4), (2π/3, 2π/3) (−e1 + ej ,−e1 − ej) up to ordering B�, F4

47 (3π/4, 3π/4), (π/2, π) (−e1 + ei,−e1 − ei) B�, F4

(−2e2,−2e1) C�

48j (3π/4, 3π/4), (2π/3, π) (−e1 + ei,−e1 − ei) B�, F4

§4. Representatives of orbits

In §§4–6 we finish the proof of Theorem 1. In particular, we always assume that
the characteristic of the ground field is �= 2. When char K = 2, only very few of the
configurations listed in Tables 1–4 may occur; see §7.

From what was said in §3, it follows that each pair (X1, X2) in question can be reduced
to one of the forms (Xρ,J , Xγ) or (Xρ,J , Xα,β) and thus corresponds to one of the variants
listed in Tables 1–4. From now on, by ‘Variant N ’ we mean a pair of subgroups that has
the same configuration of roots as that in Variant N of Tables 1–4.

Lemma 3. Let X1, X2 be short root subgroups of G(Φ, K), where Φ = B�, C�, or F4.
Then there exists f ∈ G such that fX2f

−1 = Xγ or Xα,β , and one of the following
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statements is true:
1) fX1f

−1 = Xρ;
2) fX1f

−1 = Xρ,c = {xρ(t)xρi
(cit), t ∈ K};

3) fX1f
−1 = {xρ(t)xρi(cit)xρj

(cjt), t ∈ K}
for some ρi, ρj ∈ RJ , ci, cj ∈ K∗, i �= j. Case 3) occurs only in Variants 31 and 45.

Proof. By Lemma 2, there exists g ∈ G such that gX1g
−1 = Xρ,J and gX2g

−1 = Xγ

or Xα,β . If J = ∅, we take f = g. This happens in Variants 1–6, 16–21 described in
Tables 1 and 3. Suppose J �= ∅. We try to find f of the form

∏
xτ (kτ )g, where τ ∈ Φ

and kτ ∈ K∗, such that τ + γ or τ + α and τ + β are not in Φ. So,

xτ (kτ )Xγxτ (kτ )−1 = Xγ and xτ (kτ )Xα,βxτ (kτ )−1 = Xα,β .

Thus, we can eliminate some of the xρi(cit) from Xρ,J by varying kτ .
In Variants 8, 10, 13, 22, 25–28, 32, 33, 37, 38, 40, 41, 42, 46 and in Variant 11 (for C�

only), we set τ = ρi − ρ ∈ Φs, where ρi runs over RJ and kτ = ∓ci/2. Since τ + ρ = ρi,
τ + ρi /∈ Φ, we have

xρi−ρ(∓ci/2)xρ(t)xρi
(cit)xρi−ρ(±ci/2) = xρ(t).

Since for Φ = C� the set Σ consists of one root, this finishes the proof in this case.
Let Φ = B� or F4. If RJ consists of one root, we are done. Thus, for the remaining

variants we may assume that RJ contains at least two elements. Fix a root ρi in RJ that
forms the maximal angle with γ or β. Then in Variants 7, 9, 11 (for B�, F4), 12, 14, 15,
29, 30, 36, 39, 43, 44 we set τ = ρj −ρi ∈ Φl, j ∈ J , j �= i, and kτ = ∓cj/ci, respectively.
We have

x−i+j(∓cj/ci)x1(t)x1+i(cit)x1+j(cjt)x−i+j(±cj/ci) = x1(t)x1+i(cit).

In Variants 24, 34, 35, 47, 48 we set τ = ej , i �= j ∈ J , and kτ = ∓cj/2, respectively.
We have

xj(∓cj/2)x1(t)x1+i(cit)x1+j(cjt)xj(±cj/2) = x1(t)x1+i(cit).
In Variant 23 the set RJ consists of a single root ρi, and we are done. In Variant 38

we fix ρj such that the angle between ρj and α is maximal and conjugate by xk(∓ck/2),
k ∈ J , k �= j.

It remains to consider Variants 31 and 45. We may assume that RJ consists of three
roots. Fix a root ρi that forms the maximal angle with β, and a root ρj that has the
same property with respect to α. Then we may set τ = ρk − ρi ∈ Φl, k �= i, j, and
kτ = ∓ck/ci. This completes the proof of the lemma. �

We call a coppia1 of Variant N , 1 ≤ N ≤ 48, a pair of sets of roots occurring in the
description of X2 and X1 in Lemma 3, where (X1, X2) belongs to Variant N . Lemma 3
implies that a coppia may have one of the following five possible forms:

({ρ}, {γ}), ({ρ}, {α, β}), ({ρ, ρi}, {γ}), ({ρ, ρi}, {α, β}), ({ρ, ρi, ρj}, {α, β}).
The next lemma shows that, essentially, a variant determines its coppia uniquely.

Lemma 4. All coppie belonging to the same variant of Tables 1–4 are conjugate by an
element of the Weyl group.

Proof. The proof in all cases proceeds as follows. First, we observe that for any variant
the subsystems generated by the corresponding coppie always have the same type. Sec-
ond, since the Weyl group usually acts transitively on the subsystems of the same type,
with the exceptions explicitly known (see [D]), we only need to make sure that we do not
deal with an exception in the variant considered.

1Plural: coppie. In Italian ‘coppia’ is a ‘pair’ (suggested by N. A. Vavilov).
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Variants 1–6, 8, 10, 11 (for C�), and 13 have coppie of the form ({ρ}, {γ}), where ρ

and γ generate one of the subsystems Ã1, Ã2, 2Ã1, or C2.
The coppie associated with Variants 7, 9, 11 (for B�, F4), 12, 14, and 15 are of the

form ({ρ, ρi}, {γ}), where ρi and γ generate either B2 or Ã1 +A1. These root subsystems
are conjugate in W by a transformation that leaves ρ invariant.

Variants 16–21, 22, 25–28, 32, 33, 37, 38, 40–42, and 46 lead to ({ρ}, {α, β}). Consider
one of the pairs (α, β), (α± ρ, β), (α, β ± ρ), (α± ρ, β ± ρ), where we take α± ρ or β ± ρ
if and only if it is a root in the variant in question. Such pairs of roots are conjugate in
the Weyl group.

Variants 23, 24, 29, 30, 34–36, 39, 43, 44, 47, and 48 lead to ({ρ, ρi}, {α, β}). We
consider root subsystems generated by the triples of roots (ρi−ρ, α, β), (ρi −ρ, α±ρ, β),
(ρi − ρ, α, β ± ρ), (ρi − ρ, α± ρ, β ± ρ) as above. These triples generate root systems Ã1,
Ã1 + A1, B2, B3.

Finally, the sets (ρi − ρ, ρj − ρ, α − ρ, β), (ρi − ρ, ρj − ρ, α, β + ρ) in Variants 31, 45
generate B3, and it is easily seen that they are conjugate in W . �

Thus, without loss of generality we may assume that ρi = δ, and j = 3 and k = 4
whenever these indices occur in Tables 1–4.

Lemmas 3 and 4 show that some variants may be identified because the corresponding
coppie have the same form. We write M(N) to indicate that Variant N is conjugate to
Variant M and does not lead to a new orbit. Then

Variants Coppie

1, 2(8), 3(10), 4(11,C�), 5(13), 6 ({ρ}, {γ})
7, 9, 11(B�, F4), 12, 14, 15 ({ρ, ρi}, {γ})
16(22), 17(25–28), 18(32,33), 19(37,38), 20(40–42), 21(46) ({ρ}, {α, β})
23(24), 29, 30, 34(35), 36, 39, 43, 44, 47(48) ({ρ, ρi}, {α, β})
31, 45 ({ρ, ρi, ρj}, {α, β})

Lemma 5. Let X1, X2 be as above. Then, apart from Variants 23, 34, 47 and Variant 39
(for C�), there exists g ∈ G such that

gX1g
−1 = Xρ or {xρ(t)xδ(t)} or {xρ(t)xρ2(t)xρ3(t)},

and
gX2g

−1 = Xγ or Xα,β .

Proof. In the variants with coppie ({ρ, δ}, {γ}), we conjugate the pair of subgroups
({xρ(t)xδ(c2t)}, Xγ) by hλ(c−1

2 ) ∈ H, where λ = e1 − e2 for B�, F4 and λ = 2e2 for
C�. Since 〈ρ, λ〉 = 0 and 〈δ, λ〉 = 1, we are done.

In the variants that have coppie ({ρ, δ}, {α, β}), we conjugate the pair of subgroups
({xρ(t)xδ(c2t)}, Xα,β) by hλ(r) ∈ H, where λ is a long root forming equal angles with α
and β, and r is determined as follows: r = cε

2 with ε = −1 if 〈ρ, λ〉 = 0, 〈δ, λ〉 = 1 and
ε = 1 if 〈ρ, λ〉 = 1, 〈δ, λ〉 = 0.

Finally, in Variants 31 and 45, we conjugate ({xρ(t)xρi
(cit)xρj

(cjt)}, Xα,β) by the
elements h2+4(c−1

2 )h−3+4(c3) and h−2+4(c2)h3−4(c−1
3 ), respectively. �

It is easy to check that it is impossible to find h ∈ H so as to eliminate the coeffi-
cients ci in Variants 23, 34, 47, and 39 (for C�). The point is that there exists no root
nonorthogonal to exactly one root in a given coppia. These cases are considered in §6 in
more detail.
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Lemma 6. The subgroups of the following variants are conjugate in G: 7 and 23 with
c = ±2; 9 and 17; 11 and 33 for C�; 11 and 34 for B�, F4; 12 and 37; 14 and 20; 15 and
47 with c = ±2.

Proof. Let (X1, X2) be a pair of subgroups belonging to one of Variants 17, 20, 23
(c = ±2), 37, 47 (c = ±2), or to Variant 11, and let (Y1, Y2) be a pair of subgroups
belonging to one of Variants 9, 14, 7, 12, 15 or to Variant 33 for C� and Variant 34 for
B�, F4, respectively.

In each case we take an element g ∈ G from the following table (by Lemma 4, we can
take i = 2, j = 3, k = 4 in Tables 1–4).

Variants g

23, 7 wxδ−ρ(±1) w(2ρ − δ) = δ

47, 15 wxδ−ρ(±1) w(ρ) = −ρ, w(ρ − δ) = δ − ρ

37, 12 wxρ(1) w(ρ) = ρ − δ, w(δ − ρ) = ρ

20, 14 wx2+3(1) w(−2 + 3) = 1 + 2, w(−2) = 1, w(1 + 2) = −1 + 3 C�

wx1+2+3+4(1) w(−1 + 2) = 1+2, w(−1 + 2 + 3 + 4) = 1, w(1) = −1 − 2 + 3 + 4 F4

17, 9 wx1−3(1) w(3) = 1, w(1 + 3) = 1 + 2, w(1 + 2) = 2 + 3 C�

wx−1+2+3+4(1) w(2+4) = 1+2, w(1+2+3+4) = 1, w(1) = 1-2+3+4 F4

11, 33 x3−4(−1)x−3+4(1) C�

11, 34 wx−2(−1) w(3) = 1, w(1) = 3, w(2) = −2, w(−2) = 2 B�, F4

Then in all cases except Variants 11 and 33 (34) we have

gX1g
−1 = Y2, gX2g

−1 = Y1.

In Variants 11 and 33 (34) we have gX1g
−1 = Y1, gX2g

−1 = Y2. �

Summarizing, we are in a position to explicitly list representatives (possibly non-
unique) of every orbit of G on pairs of short root subgroups. For the variants identified
by Lemmas 4 and 6, in the subsequent tables we cite the representatives associated with
the roots in Tables 1 and 2, apart from one case (Variant 17).

Set c = ci, xα = xα(t), and xα(c) = xα(ct). In the next three tables, cases (S2) and
(S20) arise if c2−4 /∈ K∗2, whereas cases (S3) and (S21) arise if c2−4 ∈ K∗2, and finally,
cases (S4) and (S19) arise if c = ±2.

Most cases occur only for a field of characteristic �= 2. The cases for an arbitrary field
(independently of characteristic) are labeled by ∗.

We collect our representatives in the following three tables. Table 5 lists the represen-
tatives for types C�. The representatives of orbits for type B� are collected in Table 6.
Type F4 has the same orbits as B4 plus the additional orbits listed in Table 7.

The cases listed in Tables 5–7 correspond exactly to the cases of Theorem 1. In §§5–7
we prove that two pairs belonging to different cases are never conjugate. In §6 we prove
that in case (S16) two pairs of subgroups are conjugate if and only if the parameters c
and c′ of their generators differ only by the sign and/or a square factor, c = ±d2c′ for
some d ∈ K∗. In cases (S2)–(S4), (S8), and (S19)–(S21), two pairs of subgroups are
conjugate if and only if the corresponding parameters c and c′ differ only by the sign,
c = ±c′.
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Table 5: Φ = C�

Case Variants Representatives

(S1)* 2(8) {x1+2} {x1+3}

(S2), (S3) 16 {x1+2} {x1x2(−1)}

(S2)–(S4) 23(7) {x1+2x1(c)} {x1x2(−1)}

(S5) 29 {x1+2x1} {x2x3(−1)}

(S6)*1 4(11,18,33) {x1+2} {x3+4}

(S6)2 9(17,26) {x1+2x1} {x2+3}

(S7)* 3(10) {x1+2} {x1−2}

(S10)* 5(13) {x1+2} {x−1+3}

(S11) 12(19,37) {x1+2x1} {x−1+2}

(S12) 14(20,40) {x1+2x1} {x−1+3}

(S15)* 6 {x1+2} {x−1−2}

(S16) 39 {x1+2x1(c)} {x2x−1(−1)}

(S17) 44 {x1+2x1} {x3x−1(−1)}

(S20), (S21) 21 {x1+2} {x−2x−1(−1)}

(S19)–(S21) 47(15) {x1+2x1(c)} {x−2x−1(−1)}

Table 6: Φ = B�, F4

Case Variants Representatives

(S2), (S3) 16(22) {x1} {x1+2x1−2(−1)}

(S2)–(S4) 23(7,24) {x1x1+2(c)} {x1+2x1−2(−1)}

(S6)1 18(32,33) {x1} {x2+3x2−3(−1)}

(S7)* 3(10) {x1} {x2}

(S8) 34(11,35) {x1x1+2(c)} {x2+3x−2+3(−1)}

(S11) 12(19,37,38) {x1x1+2} {x−2}

(S13) 36 {x1x1+2} {x−2+3x−2−3(−1)}

(S15)* 6 {x1} {x−1}

(S16)† 39 {x1x1+2} {x1−2x−1−2(−1)}

(S20), (S21) 21(46) {x1} {x−1+2x−1−2(−1)}

(S19)–(S21) 47(15) {x1x1+2(c)} {x−1+2x−1−2(−1)}
† In this case � ≥ 3.
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Table 7: Φ = F4

Case Variants Generators/representatives

(S1)* 2(8) {x1} {x1+2+3+4}

(S5) 29 {x1x1+2} {x1−2x3+4(−1)}

(S6)2 17(9,25–28) {x1x1+2} {x1+3x2+4(−1)}

(S9)1 30 {x1x1+2} {x1+3x−2+4}

(S9)2 31 {x1x1+2x1+3} {x1−3x−2+4}

(S10)* 5(13) {x1} {x−1+2+3+4}

(S12) 14(20,40–42) {x1x1+2} {x−1−2+3+4}

(S14) 43 {x1x1+2} {x−2+3x−1+4}

(S17) 44 {x1x1+2} {x3+4x−1−2(−1)}

(S18) 45 {x1x1+2x1+3} {x−3+4x−1−2}

In §5 we study subgroups generated by each pair of short root subgroups. Namely, we
determine these subgroups up to isomorphism and, moreover, describe the root subgroups
contained in them. It is clear that if either the isomorphism classes or the numbers of
long or short root subgroups in 〈X1, X2〉 and 〈Y1, Y2〉 are distinct, then the pairs (X1, X2)
and (Y1, Y2) are nonconjugate. The cases where the subgroups generated by a pair of
short root subgroups coincide are considered in §6.

§5. Structure of spans

We start with some general remarks. For a representative (X1, X2) of an orbit of
G on pairs of short root subgroups listed in Tables 5–7, we denote by X their span
X ∼ 〈X1, X2〉. Note that sometimes we pass to a conjugate of X by an element of the
Weyl group.

As a rule, our calculations do not depend on the signs of the structure constants.
When they do, it is always sufficient to calculate inside a Chevalley group of type B4 or
C2. In these cases we use the following matrix representation (see [C, 11.3]).

Let V be a 9-dimensional vector space, and let Q be a quadratic form defined on V .
We choose a base of V such that Q(x, x) = x1x−1 + x2x−2 + x3x−3 + x4x−4 + x2

0. Then
the adjoint Chevalley group G(B4, K) is isomorphic to the commutant of the orthogonal
group Ω9(K, Q).

We enumerate the rows and columns of matrices in Ω9(K, Q) in the following way: 1,
2, 3, 4, 0, −4, −3, −2, −1. Next, denote by ei,j , −4 ≤ i �= j ≤ 4, the matrix that has
zero everywhere except for the position (i, j). At this position the coefficient is equal to
1. Let I be the identity matrix, and let 0 < i < j. Then the elements of G(B4, K) take
the following form:

xi−j(t) = I + t(ei,j − e−j,−i),

xj−i(t) = I + t(ej,i − e−i,−j),

xi+j(t) = I + t(ei,−j − ej,−i),

x−i−j(t) = I + t(e−j,i − e−i,j),
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xi(t) = I + t(2ei,0 − e0,−i) − t2ei,−i,

x−i(t) = I − t(2e−i,0 − e0,i) − t2e−i,i.

The group G(C2, K) is isomorphic to Sp(4, K). Let V be a 4-dimensional vector space,
and let B be a skew-symmetric bilinear form defined on V . We choose a base of V such
that

B(x, y) = x1y−1 − x−1y1 + x2y−2 − x−2y2.

As above, we enumerate the rows and columns of matrices in Sp(4, K): 1, 2, −2, −1.
Assume that 0 < i < j; the elements of G(C2, K) take the following form:

xi−j(t) = I + t(ei,j − e−j,−i),

xj−i(t) = I + t(ej,i − e−i,−j),

xi+j(t) = I + t(ei,−j + ej,−i),

x−i−j(t) = I + t(e−i,j + e−j,i).

By definition, an (additive) one-parameter subgroup is isomorphic to the additive
group of the field. Every such subgroup has the form Y = {x(t), t ∈ K}. In particular,
the root subgroups are one-parameter subgroups.

When counting the root subgroups contained in 〈X1, X2〉, in all nontrivial cases we
must work inside U(Φ, K). We proceed as follows: we take an arbitrary one-parameter
subgroup of X, say Y = {x(t), t ∈ K}, and try to solve the following equations in u ∈ U :

ux(t)u−1 = xλ(s), λ ∈ Φl ∩ Φ+,(1)

ux(t)u−1 = xγ(s),(2)

ux(t)u−1 = xα(s)xβ(−s),(3)

where γ, α, and β have the same meaning as in Lemma 1 and are positive. The first
equation is obvious from the Bruhat decomposition of a long root element (see [V1,
Theorem 1]), or can be checked directly.

The nonsolvability of (1) or both (2) and (3) means that Y is not a long or a short
root subgroup, respectively. As in §4, we tacitly assume that t runs over K and write
simply {x(t)} instead of {x(t), t ∈ K}.

Now we pass to the case by case analysis of orbits.

(S1)∗. Φ = C�, F4. Here X = 〈xρ(t), xγ(s)〉, where ρ−γ ∈ Φ, ρ+γ /∈ Φ. The subgroups
of the form Y = {xρ(t)xγ(kt)}, k ∈ K, and Xγ are short root subgroups.

(S2)–(S4). Φ = B�, C�, F4. Here

X = 〈xρ(t)xδ(ct), xδ(s)x2ρ−δ(−s)〉 ∼ X1 × X2.

Let s = kt with k ∈ K fixed. To count the number of root subgroups contained in X,
consider the one-parameter subgroups Y = xδ−ρ(r)Xxδ−ρ(−r), r ∈ K∗. Then

Y = {xρ((1 + k + rk)t)xδ((2r + c + 2 + 2rk + kr2)t)x2ρ−δ(−kt)}.

Now if 1 + k + rk = 0 or 2r + c + 2 + 2rk + kr2 = 0, but not both, then Y is a short root
subgroup, otherwise Y is a long root subgroup. Specifically, set r = −(1+k)/k; then the
second equation becomes k2 − kc + 1 = 0. Hence, we fall into case (S2) if c2 − 4 /∈ K∗2,
into case (S3) if c2 − 4 ∈ K∗2, and into case (S4) if c = ±2.
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(S5). Φ = C�, F4. Here

X = 〈xρ(t)xδ(t), x2ρ−δ(s)xβ(−s)〉 ∼ X1 × X2,

where β is orthogonal to ρ and δ. The one-parameter subgroups of X are

{x2ρ−δ(t)xβ(−t)} and {xρ(t)xδ(t)x2ρ−δ(kt)xβ(−kt)},
where k runs over K. Consider the equations

uxρ(t)xδ(t)x2ρ−δ(kt)xβ(−kt)u−1 = xλ(s),

where λ is a positive long root. It is readily seen that the factors x2ρ−δ(∗) and xβ(∗)
cannot be eliminated, so that the set Ω(X) is empty. The same argument as above shows
that the relation

uxρ(t)xδ(t)x2ρ−δ(kt)xβ(−kt)u−1 = xγ(s),
where γ is a positive short root, is impossible. Finally, let

uxρ(t)xδ(t)x2ρ−δ(kt)xβ(−kt)u−1 = xα(s)xβ(−s),

where α, β are as in Lemma 1 and positive. Since x2ρ−δ(∗) and xβ(∗) cannot be elimi-
nated, the coefficients of xρ(∗) and xδ(∗) must be zero. This is possible only if u = xδ−ρ(r)
and the following is true: xρ((1 + kr)t) = 1 and xδ((1 + 2r + r2k)t) = 1. Consequently,
k = 1 and r = −1, whence |Λ(X)| = 3.

(S6)∗1. First, let Φ = B�, F4. Here

X = 〈x1(t), x2+3(s)x2−3(−s)〉 ∼ X1 × X2.

The subgroups of X are {x2+3(s)x2−3(−s)}, {x1(t)x2+3(kt)x2−3(−kt)}, where k ∈ K is
fixed. We must consider the following equations:

ux1(t)x2+3(kt)x2−3(−kt)u−1 = xλ(s), or xγ(s), or xα(s)xβ(−s).

It is easy to see that x1(t) and x2−3(−kt) cannot be eliminated by conjugating by unipo-
tent elements. Thus, |Λ| = 2, |Ω| = 0.

If Φ = C�, then X = 〈x1+2(t), x3+4(s)〉. The number of long and short root subgroups
is as above.

(S6)2. Φ = C�, F4. Here X = 〈xρ(t)xδ(t), xγ(s)〉, where ρ − γ ∈ Φ, δ and γ are
orthogonal. Since xρ(∗) and xγ(∗) are not killed by any u ∈ U , the group X has the
required structure.

(S7). Φ = B�, C�, F4. Here X = 〈xρ(t), xδ−ρ(s)〉 = XρXδ−ρXδ. The one-parameter
subgroups of X have the form

Y = {xρ(at)xδ−ρ(bt)xδ(kt − abt2)}, a, b, k are fixed.

If a, b = 0, k �= 0, we get a long root subgroup Y . If k = 0 and exactly one of the
elements a and b equals 0, we have short root subgroups Xρ, Xδ−ρ,

if a = 0, k, b �= 0, consider xρ(−1
2ka−1)Y xρ( 1

2ka−1);

if b = 0, k, a �= 0, consider xδ−ρ(−1
2kb−1)Y xδ−ρ( 1

2kb−1);

if k = 0, a, b �= 0, consider xδ−2ρ(−b)Y xδ−2ρ(b)];

if a, b, k �= 0, consider xδ−2ρ(−b)xδ−ρ(−1
2ka−1)Y xδ−ρ( 1

2ka−1)xδ−2ρ(b).

It is easy to check that all these subgroups are short root subgroups.
In particular, for a finite field Fq we get 1+1+(q−1)+(q−1)+(q−1)+(q−1)2 = q2+q

short root subgroups.
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(S8). Φ = B�, F4. Here

X = 〈x1(t)x1+3(ct), x2+3(s)x2−3(−s)〉 ∼ X1X2Z.

The one-parameter subgroups of X are

{x1(at)x1+3(act)x2+3(bt)x2−3(−bt)x1+2(kt − 1
2abt2)}.

If a, b = 0, k �= 0, we have a long root subgroup Z. If exactly one of the elements a, b
equals zero, we get a short root subgroup. In particular, for a finite field Fq we have 2q
short root subgroups. It is easy to check that if a, b �= 0, then the given subgroups are
not root subgroups.

(S9). Φ = F4. Here

X = 〈x1(t)x1+2(t)x1+3(εt), x1−3(s)x−2+4(−s)〉 ∼ X1X2Z,

where ε = 0 or 1 for (S9)1 or (S9)2, respectively (see Table 7).
The one-parameter subgroups of X are

{x1(at)x1+2(at)x1+3(aεt)x1−3(bt)x−2+4(−bt)x1+4(kt − 1
2abt2)}.

The number of root subgroups is calculated exactly as above. Under the conjugation
action of U , either x1(∗) and x1+2(∗) are nontrivial if ε = 0, or so are x1−3(∗) and
x1+2(∗) if ε = 1.

(S10)∗. Φ = C�, F4. Here X = 〈xρ(t), xγ(s)〉 	 U(Ã2, K) since ρ + γ is a short root.

(S11). Φ = B�, C�, F4. Here

X = 〈xρ(t)xδ(t), xρ−δ(s)〉 	 U(C2, K).

This is immediate.

(S12). Φ = C�, F4. Again,

X = 〈xρ(t)xδ(t), xγ(s)〉 	 U(C2, K),

where ρ, γ, ρ + γ ∈ Φs and {δ, γ, δ + γ, δ + 2γ} = Φ+(C2), and

[xρ(t)xδ(t), xγ(s)] = xρ+γ(±ts)xδ+γ(±ts)xδ+2γ(±ts2),

[[xρ(t)xδ(t), xγ(s)], xγ(r)] = xδ+2γ(±2tsr).

Thus, the subgroup X is generated by the elements of the form xγ(t), xρ(t)xδ(t), xδ+2γ(t),
and xρ+γ(t)xδ+γ(t), which satisfy the same defining relations as the standard generators
of U(C2, K). In other words, the map defined by

xγ(t) �→ xγ(t),

xρ(t)xδ(t) �→ xδ(t),

xρ+γ(t)xδ+γ(t) �→ xδ+γ(t),

xδ+2γ(t) �→ xδ+2γ(t)

is an isomorphism of between X and U(C2, K) as abstract groups.
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(S13). Φ = B�, F4. Here

X = 〈x1(t)x1+2(t), x−2+3(s)x−2−3(−s)〉 ∼ X1X2Y Z.

It suffices to calculate the commutators:
[x1(t)x1+2(t), x−2+3(s)x−2−3(−s)] = x1+3(−ts)x1−3(ts)x1−2(−ts2),

[x−2+3(s)x−2−3(−s), x1+3(−r)x1−3(r)x1−2(rs)] = x1−2(−2rs).

(S14). Φ = F4. Here

X = 〈x1(t)x1+2(t), x−1+4(s)x−2+3(−s) 	 U(C2, K) × Z.

We calculate the commutators:
[x1(t)x1+2(t), x−1+4(s)x−2+3(−s)] = x2+4(ts)x1+3(−ts)x4(ts)x1+4(−t2s)x3+4(ts2),

[x2+4(rs)x1+3(−rs)x4(rs)x1+4(−r2s)x3+4(rs2), x1(t)x1+2(t)] = x1+4(2rst),

[x2+4(rs)x1+3(−rs)x4(rs)x1+4(−r2s)x3+4(rs2), x−1+4(t)x−2+3(−t)] = x3+4(2rst).

The quotient group X/X3+4 is isomorphic to U(C2, K). On the generators, an iso-
morphism can be defined as follows:

x1(t)x1+2(t)X3+4 �→ xα(t),

x−1+4(t)x−2+3(−t)X3+4 �→ xβ(t),

x2+4(t)x1+3(−t)x4(t)X3+4 �→ xα+β(t),

x1+4(t)X3+4 �→ x2α+β(t),

where α and β are the short and the long fundamental roots, respectively.

(S15)∗. Φ = B�, C�, F4. Clearly, X = 〈xρ(t), x−ρ(s)〉 	 SL2(K).

(S16). Φ = B�, C�, F4. Here

X = 〈xρ(t)xδ(ct), x2ρ−δ(s)x−δ(−s)〉 	 SL2(K) × Z or SL2(K).

Conjugating generators by xρ−δ(−1/c), we get

〈x2ρ−δ(−t/c)xδ(ct), x2ρ−δ(s)x−δ(−s)〉.
First, suppose that K �= F3. Then the commutator subgroup [X, X] is isomorphic to
SL2(K), and we are done.

Let K = F3. Then each element of the group X can be written as yu, where y ∈
〈Xδ, X−δ〉 	 SL2(K), u ∈ U(C2, K).

Consider the map φ from X to SL2(K) defined by yu �→ y. It is a surjective homo-
morphism. We calculate the kernel U0 = ker φ of this homomorphism.

It is well known that the defining relations of SL2(K) look like this:

xα(t)xα(s) = xα(t + s),

wα(t)xα(s)wα(−t) = x−α(−t−2s),

hα(t)hα(s) = hα(ts),

where α ∈ Φ(A1) and t, s run over K.
Let x(t) = xρ(t)xδ(±t), y(s) = x2ρ−δ(s)x−δ(−s). We set

w(t) = x(t)y(−t−1)x(t), h(t) = w(t)w(−1).

Then
U0 = 〈w(t)x(s)w(−t)y(t−2s), h(t)h(s)h(t−1s−1)〉,
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and straightforward calculations show that ker φ is trivial.

(S17). Φ = C�, F4. Here

X = 〈xρ(t)xδ(t), x−δ(s)xβ(−s)〉,

where β is orthogonal to ρ and δ. Conjugating X by xρ−δ(−1), we get

〈x2ρ−δ(t)xδ(t), x−δ(s)xβ(−s)〉.

Again, our statement for K �= F3 follows from the fact that [X, X] 	 SL2(K).
Let K = F3. Proceeding as in (S16), we deduce that U0 = ker φ = 〈x2ρ−δ(t)xβ(t)〉 is

the cyclic group of order 3. Note that for F4 the subgroup U0 is a short root subgroup.

(S18). Φ = F4. Here

X = 〈x1(t)x1−2(t)x1−3(t), x3−4(s)x−1+2(−s)〉.

Now X may be regarded as a subgroup of Ω9(K, Q), the commutator subgroup of the
orthogonal group with respect to the form Q mentioned at the beginning of this section.
Let x(t) stand for the first generator and y(t) for the second. It is clear that X is
isomorphic to the semidirect product SL2(K)�U0, where U0 is a subgroup of U(B4, K).
To determine U0, we proceed as above (compare (S16)). Calculations with x(t) and y(t)
(in the matrix representation) show that U0 is generated by

w(t)x(s)w(−t)y(t−2s) = x1+2(s)x2−4(t−2s)x3−4(−t−2s),

h(t)h(s)h(t−1s−1) = x1+2(2f(t, s))x2−4(−f(t−1, s−1))x3−4(f(t−1, s−1)),

where f(t, s) = t−1s−1 + s + t− 3. Varying t and s, we conclude that U0 is generated by
the long root subgroups X1+2 and {x2−4(t)x3−4(t)}.

(S19)–(S21). Φ = B�, C�, F4. Here

X = 〈xρ(t)xδ(ct), xδ−2ρ(−s)x−δ(s)〉.

Obviously, X may be viewed as a subgroup of Sp(V ), where dim(V ) = 4. Set x(t, c) =
xρ(t)xδ(ct), y(s) = xδ−2ρ(−s)x−δ(s). Then

x(t, c) =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
1 0 t ct
0 1 0 t
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

⎞⎟⎟⎠ , y(s) =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 −s 1 0
s 0 0 1

⎞⎟⎟⎠ .

Let V be a 3-dimensional projective space whose points are 1-dimensional subspaces
of V . Denote by x(t, c), y(s) the projective transformations induced by x(t, c), y(s),
respectively, and let X be the group generated by x(t, c), y(s).

A point of V is determined by its homogeneous coordinates (p1, p2, p3, p4)t, and by
duality the same is true for the planes of V : a plane is determined by (p1, p2, p3, p4).
The lines of V can be described by nonzero skew-symmetric (4 × 4)-matrices P with
det(P ) = 0. Note that a line is determined uniquely up to a scalar factor.

Now we find the subspaces of V invariant under the action of X. Let p = (p1, p2, p3, p4)
t

be a point, let q = (q1, q2, q3, q4) be a plane, and let P = (pij) be a line of V , where
pij = −pji and p12p34 + p13p24 − p14p23 = 0.

Then the action of z ∈ PSp(V ) is determined as follows:

p �→ zp, q �→ qz−1, P �→ ztPz.
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It is easy to verify that there are no points and planes in V invariant under X. Moreover,
a line P in V is invariant under X if and only if

xt(t, c)P = aPx(−t, c), a ∈ K∗,

yt(s)P = bPy(−s), b ∈ K∗.

Thus, P must have the form⎛⎜⎜⎝
0 0 p13 cp13 + p23

0 0 p23 −p13

−p13 −p23 0 0
−cp13 − p23 p13 0 0

⎞⎟⎟⎠ ,

where p2
13 + cp13p23 + p2

23 = 0. The solvability of this equation is equivalent to that of
t2 + ct + 1 = 0. This leads to three separate cases.

(S19). The equation t2 + ct + 1 = 0 has a unique root t0 in K, i.e., c = ±2. Then the
subgroup X is conjugate to 〈xρ(t)xδ(t), x−ρ(s)〉 and isomorphic to SL2(K) × U0, where
U0 is a subgroup of U(C2, K).

As above, straightforward calculations yield

U0 = 〈xδ(−f(t−1, s−1))xδ−2ρ(f(t, s)), xδ−ρ(−t−1s)xδ−2ρ(−t−2s + t−3s2)〉,
where f(t, s) = t2s2 − ts2 − ts + s2 − s + 1. Setting s = t, we conclude that 〈xδ−ρ(1)〉
is contained in U0. Set s = kt, where k is an element of the prime subfield of K. Then
xδ−2ρ(kt−1(k− 1)) lies in U0 for any t ∈ K∗; therefore, U0 is generated by Xδ−2ρ, Xδ−ρ,
Xδ.

(S20). The equation t2 + ct + 1 = 0 has two distinct roots t1 and t2 in K, i.e.,
√

c2 − 4
belongs to K∗. Then the subgroup X has two 2-dimensional invariant subspaces in V ,
namely, the planes spanned by (1, ti, 0, 0) and (0, 0,−ti, 1), i = 1, 2. Thus, the generators
x(t, c) and y(s) are conjugate to x12(t2t)x34(t1t) and x21(s)x43(s) by the matrix z,

z =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
1 0 1 0
t1 0 t2 0
0 −t1 0 −t2
0 1 0 1

⎞⎟⎟⎠ ∈ GL(4, K),

where xij(t), 1 ≤ i �= j ≤ 4, is an elementary transvection, i.e., the matrix with unit
elements at the main diagonal, with t at the position (i, j), and with zeros elsewhere.

Since t2t1 = 1, it suffices to determine the subgroup X0 generated by

x0(t, k) = x12(kt)x34(t) and y0(s) = x21(s)x43(s),

where k = t22. We set w(t) = x0(t, k)y0(−t−1)x0(t, k) and calculate the product

u(t, s) = w(t)x0(s, k)w(−t)y0(−t−2s).

Putting u0(s) = u(ks, s), we get

u0(s) =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
k−1 k(k − 1)2s 0 0
0 k 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

⎞⎟⎟⎠ .

Since [u0(s), u0(−2s)] = x12((1+k−2)(k − 1)2s), the group X0 contains all transvections
of the form x12(t), t ∈ K. Also, it is easy to check that

x21( 1
2f(k)s−1) = u0(−k(k − 1)2s2(ks − k2s + s)−1)u(−s, s),
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where f(k) = (k2 − k − 1)(1 − k2)(k3 − 2k2 − k + 2). Thus, X0 contains SL2(K) =
〈x12(t), x21(s)〉.

A similar argument for x34(t) and x43(s) completes the analysis of this case.

(S21). The equation t2 + ct + 1 = 0 has no roots in K, i.e.,
√

c2 − 4 does not belong to
K. Then we pass to the quadratic extension L = K(

√
c2 − 4) and use the same argument

as in case (S20).

Remark. If we do not pass to a quadratic extension of the ground field, it can be proved
that X is a primitive subgroup containing no long root subgroups and leaving a regulus
in a projective space invariant (see [M]).

§6. Completion of proof of Theorem 1

To finish the proof of Theorem 1, it only remains to show that subgroups falling into
different cases (S1)–(S21) are not conjugate and to calculate the number of nonconjugate
subgroups of the same case.

Clearly, we may restrict our attention to the cases where the structure of subgroups
〈X1, X2〉 in the sense of §5 (i.e., the isomorphism class plus the numbers of short and long
root subgroups contained in 〈X1, X2〉) is one and the same for distinct representatives of
Tables 5–7.

We start with some terminology. Two roots α and β are said to be strictly orthogonal
if α±β /∈ Φ∪{0}. For a subset ∆ of roots in Φ, we denote by ∆⊥ (respectively, ∆⊥

0 ) the
set of roots orthogonal (respectively, strictly orthogonal) to ∆. The closure of the set ∆
is the minimal closed set of roots that contains ∆.

For u ∈ U we write u =
∏

xσ(cσ), σ ∈ Φ+, and the product is taken in the increasing
order of roots. Then the closure of the set {σ ∈ Φ+ | cσ �= 0} is called the support of u
and will be denoted by Γ(u).

Recall also that the reduced Bruhat decomposition asserts that any element g ∈ G
can be uniquely written in the form g = uhnwv, where u ∈ U , h ∈ H, v ∈ U ∩ w−1V w,
and nw ∈ N . Since N/H is isomorphic to W , we ignore the diagonal factor and write
simply w instead of nw.

We start with cases (S2)–(S4), (S8), (S19)–(S21), and (S16) (the latter for Φ = C�).
These pairs are parameterized by an element of the field K. Thus, we need to know when
two pairs of the form (Xρ,c, Xα,β) and (Xρ,c′ , Xα,β) are conjugate. We may assume that
c �= 0 and c′ is an arbitrary element of K.

First, consider the effect of conjugation by elements of H(Φ). There is no loss of
generality in assuming that Φ = F4 or C2. Any element of H(F4) can be decomposed as

h1−2−3−4(k1)h2−3(k2)h3−4(k3)h4(k4), ki ∈ K∗, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4

(see [St, Lecture 38]), and any element of H(C2) has the form h1−2(k1)h2(k2), ki ∈ K∗,
i = 1, 2. Therefore, the condition

hxρ(t)xδ(ct)h−1 = xρ(t′)xδ(c′t′)

amounts to the following system of equations:

(1)

{
k1t = t′,

k2ct = c′t′
(for F4), and

{
k2t = t′,

k2
1ct = c′t′

(for C2).

In the same way, the condition

hxα(s)xβ(−s)h−1 = xα(s′)xβ(−s′)

leads to a certain second system of equations. Now we analyze these two systems case
by case.
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(S2)–(S4), Φ = B�, C�, F4. We have

(2)

{
k2s = s′,

k2
1k

−1
2 s = s′,

(for F4), and

{
k2
1s = s′

k−2
1 k2

2s = s′,
(for C2).

Comparing (1) and (2), we conclude that c = ±c′.
(S8), Φ = B�, F4. Then

(3)

{
k2
1k3s = s′,

k−2
2 k3s = s′.

Again, comparison of (1) and (3) shows that c = ±c′.
(S19)–(S21), Φ = B�, C�, F4. Then

(4)

{
k−2
1 k2s = s′,

k−1
2 s = s′

(for F4) and

{
k2
1k

−2
2 s = s′,

k−2
1 s = s′

(for C2).

Again, we have c = ±c′.
(S16), Φ = C�. Then

(5)

{
k−2
1 k2

2s = s′,

k−2
1 s = s′.

Thus, c = ±k2c′ for any k ∈ K.
This finishes the analysis of conjugation by the elements of H, and we pass to conju-

gation by an arbitrary element.
(S2)–(S4). The fact that our representatives are conjugate is equivalent to the solv-

ability of the system

hwvxρ(t)xδ(ct)v−1w−1h−1 = u−1xρ(t′)xδ(c′t′)u,(6)

hwvxα(s)xβ(−s)v−1w−1h−1 = u−1xα(s′)xβ(−s′)u(7)

for some g = uhwv, (α, β) = (δ, 2ρ − δ). We rewrite (6) in the form

(8) hwxρ(t)xδ((c + 2c2)t)
∏
i>2

xρi
(2cit)w−1h−1 = xρ(t′)xδ((c′ + 2c′2)t)

∏
j>2

xρj
(2c′jt

′),

where v =
∏

xσ(cσ), u =
∏

xσ(c′σ).
The last equation implies that wρ = ρ, so that w ∈ W ({ρ}⊥). If c + 2c2 �= 0 or ci �= 0

for some i > 2, then c′ + 2c′2 �= 0, cj �= 0, j > 2. Thus, w(ρi − ρ) is a positive root and
ρi − ρ /∈ Γ(v). This means that ci = 0, i > 2, and either c2 = 0, or c + 2c2 = 0, c2 �= 0.

Suppose c2 = 0 and c′ + 2c′2 �= 0. Then wδ = δ and we have

(I) g = u1xδ−ρ(c′2)hw1v1,

where w1 ∈ W ({ρ, δ}⊥), Γ(v1) ⊂ Γ1 = {ρ, δ}⊥0 , Γ(u1) ⊂ Γ2 =
{
σ ∈ Φ+ | σ+ρ, σ+δ /∈ Φ

}
.

If c2 = 0, c′ + 2c′2 = 0, c′j �= 0 for some j > 2, we conclude that wδ = ρj and

(II) g = u1xρj−ρ(c′j)xδ−ρ(−c′/2)hwδ−ρj
w1v2,

where u1, w1 are as above, and Γ(v2) ⊂ Γ1 ∪ {δ − ρ3, . . . , δ − ρj}.
Finally, suppose that c + 2c2 = 0, so c′j = 0 for j > 2, and c′ + 2c′2 = 0. The element

g has the form

(III) g = u1xδ−ρ(−c′/2)hwλw1xδ−ρ(−c/2)v3,

where u1, w1 are as above, λ = δ + ρj − 2ρ for some j > 2 or λ = δ − ρ, and Γ(v3) ⊂
Γ1 ∪ {ρj − ρ, ρj − ρk, k > j, ρj + ρk − 2ρ, 2 ≤ k �= j}.
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If g is of type (I), (II), or (III) with j �= 2, it is easily seen that (7) is impossible. If g
is of type (III) and j = 2, we get

hxδ(s)xρ(−cs)x2ρ−δ(s − c2s)h−1 = xδ(s′ − c′
2
s′)xρ(−c′s′)x2ρ−δ(s′).

The above analysis of conjugation by h implies that c2 = c′
2.

(S19)–(S21). The arguments are similar to those used for cases (S2)–(S4). Equa-
tion (7) becomes

hwδ−ρx−δ(s)x−ρ(−cs)xδ−2ρ(s − c2s)wδ−ρh
−1

= x−δ(s′)x−ρ(−c′s′)xδ−2ρ(s′ − c′
2
s′).

Again, we deduce that c2 = c′
2.

(S8). Here we must consider the system

hwvx1(t)x1+3(ct)v−1w−1h−1 = u−1x1(t′)x1+3(c′t′)u,(9)

hwvx2+3(s)x2−3(s)v−1w−1h−1 = u−1x2+3(s′)x2−3(−s′)u(10)

for some g = uhwv.
Proceeding as in cases (S2)–(S4), from (9) we see that g has one of the following forms:

(I) g = u1x3(c′3)hw1v1,

where w1 ∈ W ({ρ, ρ3}⊥), and Γ(v1) ⊂ Γ1 = {ρ, ρ3}⊥0 , Γ(u1) ⊂ Γ2 = {σ ∈ Φ+ | σ + ρ,
σ + ρ3) /∈ Φ}; or

(II) g = u1x3(−c′3)x2(c′2)x2−3(−c′2/2)xj(c′j)hw3−jw1v2,

where c′j �= 0, j > 3, u1, w1 are as above, and Γ(v2) ⊂ Γ1 ∪ {ρ3 − ρ4, . . . , ρ3 − ρj}; or

(III) g = u1x3(−c′/2)x2(c′2)x2−3(−c′2/2)hw3−jw2+kw1x3(−c/2)x2(c2)x2−3(−c2/2)v3,

where k �= j > 3, u1, w1 are as above, and v3 ∈ U .
Now (10) reduces to the action of h ∈ H on {x2+3(∗)x2(∗)x2−3(∗)}. It follows from

the above that c2 = c′
2.

(S16), Φ = C�. Here we deal with the system

hwvx1+2(t)x2(ct)v−1w−1h−1 = u−1x1+2(t′)x2(c′t′)u,

hwvx1(s)x−2(−s)v−1w−1h−1 = u−1x1(s′)x−2(−s′)u

for some g = uhwv. The proof for this case is similar to the above.
Now we prove that cases (S6) and (S9) lead to two orbits.
(S6). First, we turn to the root system of type F4. The representatives of orbits in

cases (S6)1 and (S6)2 are the pairs

(Xρ, {x2+3x2−3(−1)}) and (Xρ, {x1+3x2+4(−1)}),
respectively (see Tables 6 and 7).

Let N(Xρ) be the normalizer of Xρ, and let g = uhwv ∈ N(Xρ). Then w ∈ W ({ρ}⊥),
Γ(v) ⊂ {ρ}⊥0 , and Γ(u) ⊂ {σ ∈ Φ+ | σ + ρ /∈ Φ}. For such an element g, the equation

hwvx2+3x2−3(−1)v−1w−1h−1 = u−1x1+3x2+4(−1)u

is unsolvable.
For Φ = C� we have (Table 5)

(Xρ, {x3+4}) and (Xρ, {x1+3x2+3}),
and the same argument shows that these pairs are not conjugate.
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(S9). Here we consider the pairs

(x1x1+2, {x1+3x−2+4(−1)}) and (x1x1+2x1+3, {x1−3x−2+4(−1)}).
If g = uhwv transforms x1x1+2 to x1x1+2x1+3, then w ∈ 〈w2−3, w3−4, w4〉 and Γ(v) ⊂
{2± 3, 2± 4, 3± 4, 2, 3}. If these pairs are conjugate, then X1+4 is transformed to itself.
Thus, w = w2−3, Γ(v) ⊂ {2−3}, {e3} ∈ Γ(u). Now, we return to the conditions ensuring
that {x1−3x−2+4(−1)} is carried to {x1−3x−2+4(−1)} to see that this is impossible.

It only remains to consider various cases for which 〈X1, X2〉 has the same description
in the sense of §5. These are cases (S1) and (S2), and cases (S8) and (S9)1,2.

(S1) and (S2). Here we have

(Xρ, Xγ) and ({xρxδ(c)}, {xδx2ρ−δ(−1)}),
where c is such that c2 − 4 /∈ K∗2. Should these pairs be conjugate, this would also have
been true over an algebraically closed field, which is absurd.

(S8) and (S9), Φ = F4. Here

(x1x1+2(c), {x2+3x−2+3(−1)}) and (x1x1+2x1+3(ε), {x1−3x−2+4(−1)}),
where c ∈ K∗, ε = 0 or 1. These pairs are not conjugate for the same reason as in
case (S6).

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Note that the existence of two orbits in cases (S6) and (S9) is explained by the presence

in the corresponding X of nonconjugate one-parameter subgroups that are not root
subgroups.

§7. Proof of Theorem 2

Lemma 2 shows that now we need to consider only Variants 1–6. For convenience, we
extract from Tables 5–7 the representatives of the orbits that may arise in this case.

Table 8

Case Variants Φ = C� Φ = B�, F4

(T1) 2 {x1+2, x1+3} {x1, x1+2+3+4}

(T2)1 3 {x1+2, x1−2} {x1, x2}

(T2)2 4 {x1+2, x3+4} —

(T3) 5 {x1+2, x−1+3} {x1, x−1+2+3+4}

(T4) 6 {x1+2, x−1−2} {x1, x−1}

Cases (T1), (T2)2, (T3), and (T4) have already been discussed as cases (S1)∗, (S6)∗1,
(S10)∗, and (S15)∗ (respectively) in the proof of Theorem 1. The characteristic plays
no role here. The only new case (T2)1 arises when the subgroup 〈X1, X2〉 is generated
by xρ(t) and xγ(s), where ρ + γ is a long root. Then 〈X1, X2〉 = X1 × X2, because the
corresponding coefficient in the Chevalley commutator formula vanishes in characteristic
2. This proves Theorem 2.
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and essential help in the final stage of the preparation of the manuscript. Also, I would
like to express my special thanks to the referee of the journal Geometria Dedicata for
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